EUROsimA 2018
JCC: Allies of World War II
HANDBOOK
JCC: Allies of World War II shall take EUROsimA 2018 Standard Rules of Parliamentary
Procedure as a base, but follows an alternative format, which specified below, due to the nature
of cabinets and political concept of August 1939.
This Joint Crisis Committee consists of three War Cabinets, namely;
·

The Cabinet of “the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)”,

·

The Cabinet of “the United States of America (USA)”, and

·

The Joint Cabinet of “the United Allied Command of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK) and the French Republic (France)”.

BEGINNING OF THE SESSIONS
Each session shall begin with the Role Call taken by the chairman in charge.
Quorum is met when at least two-thirds majority of the members of the cabinet are present.
Decisions shall be taken by the Secretariat on behalf of missing cabinet members; therefore,
absent cabinet members shall not have any right to object any decisions made on their behalf
by the Secretariat.
There will not be any Opening Speech or establishment of General Speaker’s List.
When the Roll-Call ends, the Committee Director shall declare the floor open for any Points
and Motions.

MOTIONS GOVERNING DEBATE
Semi-Moderated Caucus
Semi-Moderated Caucus is very similar to Moderated Caucus. Only exception is, the absence
of “total time” and “individual speaking time”. Chairman is the sole authority in means of
deciding “total time” of the caucus and may interrupt or cut the speech of any cabinet member.
Chairman must explain his/her reasons to the cabinet member, if she/he decides to cut that
member’s speech. This rule will not be applied in the Cabinet of USSR.
Unmoderated Caucus
Unmoderated Caucus procedure is the same with EUROsimA 2018 Standard Rules of
Parliamentary Procedure, with one difference of “total time”. Time restrictions are under the
authority of Chairman.
DOCUMENTS
Personal Directive
When a cabinet member decides to either take action or ask question to the respective unit
within his/her government, s/he can draft a Personal Directive.
Personal Directives do not require introduction and voting upon it selves.
If the Personal Directive takes action in personal manner, this type of directive shall be directly
submitted to the Secretariat but not to the Board whereas it requires the approval of the Board
if it takes ministerial action in terms of jurisdictional power.

Joint Executive Order
When a cabinet decides to take action, it shall draft an Executive Order regarding to the topic,
which they decided to take action upon. The content of the Joint Executive Order may consist
of political, military, and economic aspects of the related topic. Joint Executive Orders shall
answer the questions of What? (Ex: The name of the specific operation), When? Where? Why?
(The purpose of the action), Who? How? (Extensive details).
If a Joint Executive Order commands a military operation, such operations must carry an
official name, i.e. Operation Honey Badger.
Executive Orders must be directly submitted to the Chairman via message paper when their
drafting is ended.
If Chairman accepts the content of submitted Executive Order, he/she shall put the proposal
into voting. Executive Orders require three-quarter majority to pass but the Chairman has the
right to veto.
Executive Orders must begin with one sentence, which describes the purpose of the order.
Executive Orders consist of full operative sentences, and must be numerated based on their
delivery order.
A Sample Executive Order:

USSR Order No.2018
The Supreme General Headquarters of the Red Army commands:
1) Authorized military fronts;
a-

To consider and take necessary action upon the latest invasion attempt to the region of
X by State of A

b-

To further authorize the nearest military troops into the relevant area in 3 days

c-

To cease the communication between military troops of the State of A in the region of
Y and naval forces of the State of C near the Sea of Z

d-

To further take the airspace of W under control by deploying two aircrafts

2) Ministry of Agriculture;
a- To increase the national production of wheat by 27% in the region of G
b- To limit the distribution of vodka by 10%
Comrade Joseph STALIN
Secretary-General of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
..........
Exception 1: In the Cabinet of USSR, the participant chair Comrade Joseph Stalin has ultimate
right to pass or fail any executive order without consulting his cabinet. This right is not
appealable.

Exception 2: Joint Executive Orders prepared by the Cabinets of “USA” and “UK&France” are
direct orders whereas the ones prepared within the Cabinet of USSR are counted as advisory
documents to be presented to Comrade Stalin.
Warning: Every “Executive Order” shall be collected by the Secretariat once they are submitted
and shall be put into act immediately.
Press Release
When a cabinet decides to inform outside world, (especially the international community)
regarding to their actions, or misguide their counterparts.
It has the same adoption process with the Executive Order.
Press Releases consist of informative paragraphs (or a paragraph) on their respective topics.
Treaty
Treaty is the final document of this committee.
If the political parties of the conflict, decides to have a meeting and create an official agreement,
they must draft a treaty.
Treaty must consist of full sentences which determines the terms and conditions of the
agreement.
During the voting procedure of the treaty, each party (USSR, USA, UK and France) have only
one vote, and in order to be adopted, the treaty must be passed in unanimity and must be signed
by the Cabinet Leaders (Chairmen).
Special Features

During their speeches, delegates may stand or sit as they please.
No technological device is allowed during the committee sessions.
Delegates must follow the Western Business Attire in the sessions as the dress code, but any
formal clothing in the fashion of late August 1939, shall be accepted.
In the case of elections, resignation, removal from the office, death etc., position of cabinet
members are open to change.

